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Author's response to reviews:

Formatting changes requested

-----------------------------------------------
Underlining - Please note that underlining is not supported in the final full text; you may wish to change it to bold. - Done

Authors' contributions - Please include `All authors read and approved the final manuscript.' - Done

References - The reference list should contain all authors¿ names, if there are 30 or below. The term 'et al.' should not be used. - Done

References - We are unable to access the links at references 136 and 137 can you amend this please. - The links were right, however at the moment the homepage is offline due to server problems!!! But this should not prevent publication!

Figures orientation - Please ensure your figures are in the correct orientation after they have been uploaded. - Have not found a wrong orientation????

Please take this opportunity to proof read the manuscript, as there will not be an opportunity to do this later. We will only ask you to look at the manuscript again following this stage if any essential amendments are required. - Proof reading has been performed by myself & another native speaker as my coauthor is not available at this very moment!!

Dr. Hans-Rudolf Weiss